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Abstract. In fast-paced software projects, engineers don’t have the time or the
resources to build heavyweight complete descriptions of their software. The best
they can do is lightweight incomplete descriptions which may contain missing
and contradictory information. Reasoning about incomplete and contradictory
knowledge is notoriously difficult. However, recent results from the empirical
AI community suggest that randomized search can tame this difficult problem. In
this article we demonstrate the the relevance and the predictability of randomized
search for reasoning about lightweight models.

1 Introduction
Software engineering (SE) faces a dilemma which might be resolved by artificial intelligence (AI) research. However, before SE practitioners accept AI methods, they must
be satisfied as to the relevance and the predictability of AI solutions.
The dilemma of current SE research is that much of that research is out of step with
much of current industrial practice. At the recent International Symposium on Software
Predictability (San Jose, California, 2000), a keynote address from Sun Microsystems
shocked the researchers in the audience: few of the techniques endorsed by the SE research community are being used in fast-moving dot-com software companies. For such
projects, developers and managers lack the resources to conduct heavyweight software
modeling; e.g. the construction of complete descriptions of the business model or the
user requirements. Yet such heavyweight software modeling is very useful. Complete
models of (e.g.) specifications can be used for a variety of tasks. For example, test
cases could be auto-generated from the specification. Also, the consequences of conflicts between the requirements of different stakeholders could be studied. Further, we
can automatically test that important temporal constraints hold over the lifetime of the
execution of the specification. Lastly, model-based diagnosis could be used to localize
errors.
To better support the fast pace of modern software, we need a new generation
of lightweight software modeling tools. Lightweight software models can be built in

 For the the purposes of explaining this work to an SE audience, we will adopt widely used
terminology. Hence, we will say business “model” when, strictly speaking, we should say
business “theory”.

a hurry and so are more suitable for the fast-moving software companies. However,
software models built in a hurry can contain incomplete and contradictory knowledge.
The presence of contradictions in the lightweight theories complicates the above useful
tasks. Suppose some inference engine is trying to build a proof tree across a lightweight
software model containing contradictions. Gabow et.al. [4] showed that building pathways across programs with contradictions is NP-complete for all but the simplest software models (a software model is very simple if it is very small, or it is a simple tree,
or it has a dependency networks with out-degree
). No fast and complete algorithm
for NP-complete tasks has been discovered, despite decades of research.



Empirical results from AI offers new hope for the practicality of NP-complete tasks
such as reasoning about lightweight software models. A repeated and robust empirical
result (e.g. [1, 14]) is that theoretically slow NP-complete tasks are only truly slow in
a narrow phase transition zone between under-constrained and over-constrained problems. Further, it has been shown empirically that in both the under/over-constrained
zones, seemingly naive randomized search algorithms execute faster than, and nearly
as completely, as traditional, slower, complete algorithms. Much of that research is
based on conjunctive normal forms (e.g. [14]) but some evidence exists that the result
holds also for horn-clause representations [9, 10]. These empirical results suggest that
we might be able to implement the processing of lightweight software models using
randomized search.
SE practitioners may well rebel at the prospect of applying randomized search to
their applications. One issue is the relevance problem. With the exception of database
programmers, it is not usual practice to view a (e.g.) “C” program as a declarative search
space that can be explored this way or that way. Another issue is the predictability
problem. Nondeterministic programs are usually not acceptable to an SE audience. For
example, the SE guru Nancy Leveson clearly states “Nondeterminism is the enemy of
reliability” [6]. If random search algorithms generate significantly different conclusions
each time they run, then they would be unpredictable, uncertifiable, and unacceptable
to the general SE community.



The goal of this article is to solve the relevance and predictability problems. 2 discusses the relevance problem and argues that declarative representations are common
in SE, even when dealing with procedural programs. We will further argue that these
declarative representations are compatible with NAY0 graphs: a directed, possibly cycle graph containing No-edges, And-nodes, Yes-edges, and Or-nodes. 3 discusses the
predictability problem in the context of NAYO graphs. That discussion formalizes the
predictability problem in terms of multiple world reasoning. If very different conclusions are found in the worlds of belief extracted from NAYO graphs, then we cannot
predictably assert what conclusions hold. 4 builds and explores a mathematical model
that predicts the likelihood of multiple worlds. This section concludes that randomized
set-covering abduction, the odds of multiple worlds are very small. Hence, predictability is not a major concern.
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Fig. 1. Methods of generating NAYO graphs

2 The Relevance Problem
Figure 1 shows a variety of commonly used representations in SE. AI search is relevant
to SE if these representations can be mapped into declarative representations. There are
many examples of such a mapping in the literature, a sample of which is offered in this
section.
Before beginning, we note that each of the mappings described potentially confound the predictability problem. Some information is lost when mapping down into
low-level declarative representations. Typically, the information lose removes certain
constraints which means that more inferences are possible in the abstracted form than in
the non-abstracted form. Fortunately, in the next section, we show that the predictability
problem is less of an issue that we might expect.
Common representations used in SE are object-oriented specification documents
and procedural code. Whittle and Schumann have shown that specifications containing
class diagrams and scenario diagrams can be automatically converted to finite state
machines [15]. Also, Corbett et.al have shown that code written in some languages
can be converted into finite state machines [3]. For example, the BANDERA system
automatically extracts (slices) the minimum portions of a JAVA program’s bytecodes
which are relevant to proving particular properties models. These minimal portions are
then converted into the finite state machine required for automatic formal analysis.
Before generating procedural code, software engineers may build requirement documents. Mylopoulos, Chung, and Yu express system requirements using an and-or structure called “soft goals” [12]. “Soft goals” have been mapped into horn-clause form by
Menzies, Easterbrook, et.al. [9]. Horn clauses are a declarative representation that take
the form
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which, in a Prolog notation, we would write as goal :- subGoa11, subGoal2,...
If there exists more than one method of demonstrating some
, then each method is
a separate clause.
Sometimes software engineers describe business rules in some rule-based language.
These rules can be mapped into horn-clauses using standard partial evaluation techniques [13]. At other times, software engineers build discrete event simulations of their
systems in some sort of compartmental modeling framework . Menzies and Compton
offered an declarative (abductive) semantics for executing incomplete compartmental
models [8].
Finite state machines are a commonly used representation, particularly for real-time
systems. Finite-state diagrams contain transitions between states. Transitions may be
conditional on some guard. States may contain nested states. To translate state machines
to horn-clauses, we create one variable for each state, then create one clause for each
transition from state
to . Each clause will take the form s2 :- s1, guard
where
comes from the conditional tests that activate that transition. If a state
contains sub-states
,
,. . . then create clauses of the form s1a :- s1 and
s1b :- s1, etc.
Horn-clauses can be easily reduced to NAYO graphs. A NAYO graph is a finite
directed graph containing two types of edges and two types of nodes. Or-nodes store
assignments of a single value to a variable. Only one of the parents of an or-node need be
reached before we visit the or-node. And-nodes model multiple pre-conditions. All the
parents of an and-node must be reached before this node is visited. No-edges represent
illegal pairs of inferences; i.e. things we can’t believe at the same time. For example,
we would connect diet(light) and diet(fatty) with a no-edge. Yes-edges represent legal inferences between or-nodes and and-nodes. Figure 2 shows some sample
horn clauses and its associated NAYO graph.
We focus on NAYOs for three reasons. Firstly, it is merely a graphical form a common representation: negation-free horn clauses. Secondly, and related to the first point,
a range of representations can be expressed as NAYOs. Thirdly, there exist average case
search results for NAYO graphs (see below). Any other representation with these three
properties might be a suitable alternative framework for our analysis.
At first glance, it might appear that we can simply emulate the execution of a program by building proof trees across the NAYO graph. For example, we could mark
some nodes as “inputs” then grow trees across the NAYO graph whose leaves are the
inputs and whose root is some reached part of the program. However, we can’t reckless
grow proof trees across a NAYO: as a proof tree grows it should remain consistent (i.e.
must not contain two nodes connected by a no-edge).
Proving a goal in a NAYO graph means recursively exploring all edges that arrive at
that node. A randomized search would explore these edges in an order chosen randomly.
HT0 is such a random search algorithm for NAYO graphs [10]. When HT0 reaches a
literal, it retracts all other literals that might contradict this literal. The algorithm is
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 Compartmental models utilize the principal of conservation of mass and assume that the sum of

flows of substance in and out of a compartment must equal zero. Flows are typically modeled
using a time-dependant exponential function since the rate of flow is often proportional to the
amount of stuff in the compartment [7].

diet(fatty).
diet(light).
happy :- tranquillity(hi),
; rich,healthy.
healthy :- diet(light).
satiated :- diet(fatty).
tranquillity(hi) :satiated
; conscience(clear).

happy

-yes)

/conscience(clear)
-yes
tranquility(hi)

-yes + -yes,
-yes
and1
rich
-yes healthy -yes *diet(light)
no
.satiated -yes *diet(fatty)

Fig. 2. Some ground horn clauses (left) converted to a NAYO graph (right).

very fast since it removes the Gabow et.al precondition for NP-completeness (any node
that contradicts the nodes already in the proof tree). The random order in which HT0
explores the NAYO graphs selects which literals will be explored. Hence, HT0 repeats
its processing several times. After trying to prove all it’s goals in this random way,
HT0 re-asserts the retracted literals and executes another “try” to prove all its goals.
This process terminates when algorithm detects a plateau in the largest percentage of
reachable goals found in any “try”.

3 NAYO Graphs and Predictability
NAYO graphs offer a common declarative reading for a range of representations (e.g.
those shown in Figure 1). At the NAYO level it is easy to show that the heuristic inferences made by random search may not be repeatable and hence not predictable.
Consider the three proofs HT0 might generate to prove happy in Figure 2.
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Some of these conclusions made by these proofs are not categorical conclusions. For
example, our belief in healthy is contingent on accepting
and not
(
is incompatible with
since these two proofs require different diets).
In the general case, a random search engine like HT0 will find only some subset of the
possible proofs, particularly if it is run for a heuristically selected time interval. That is,
a random search engine may not repeatedly realize that (e.g.) healthy is an uncertain
conclusion.
Clearly for tiny systems like Figure 2 generating only a handful of proofs, the conclusions from random search are unpredictable and our SE colleagues are wise to reject
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it. However, for such tiny systems, manual analysis will suffice. The automatic processing of NAYO graphs only gets interesting for larger systems. In such large systems,
the goal nodes are a small subset of the total nodes. Further, as we show below, there
emerges average case properties relating to our ability to quickly probe all the possible
contingencies from a system. The sequel present these average case properties using the
terminology of Menzies’ prior work on set-covering abduction [8] (for notes on other
abductive frameworks, see [2, 5]).
Given a model such as Figure 2 and a goal such as happy, HT0 builds proof trees
to those goals; e.g.
. Anything that has not been asserted as a fact
is an assumption. No proof can contain mutually exclusive assumptions or contradict
the goal; i.e. assuming happy is illegal. The generated proofs should be grouped
together into maximal consistent subsets called worlds. Our example generates two
worlds:
=
and
=
.
A world contains what we can conclude from NAYO inference. A goal is proved
if it can be found in a world. In terms of multiple world reasoning, the predictability
problem can be formalized as follows:
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Random search is unpredictable when it does not generate enough worlds to
cover the range of possible conclusions.
Note that this is a weak objection if it can be shown that the number of generated
worlds is not large. This will be our argument below.

4 Average Number of Generated Worlds
Assumptions can be categorized into three important groups, only one of which determines how many worlds are generated. Some assumptions are dependant on other
assumptions. For example, in
, the healthy assumptions depends fully on
diet(light). In terms of exploring all the effects of different assumptions, we can
ignore the dependant assumptions. Another important category of assumptions are the
assumptions that contradict no other assumptions. These non-controversial assumptions are never at odds with other assumptions and so do not effect the number of
worlds generated. In our example, the non-controversial assumptions are everything
except diet(light) and diet(healthy). Hence, like the dependant assumptions, we will ignore these non-controversial assumptions. The remaining assumptions
are the controversial, non-dependant assumptions or funnel assumptions. These funnel assumptions control how all the other assumptions are grouped into worlds of belief. DeKleer’s key insight in the ATMS research was that a multi-world reasoning
device need only focus on the funnel When switching between worlds, all we need
to resolve is which funnel assumptions we endorse. Continuing our example, if we endorse diet(light) then all the conclusions in
follow and if we endorse
diet(healthy) then all the conclusions in
follow.
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g DeKleer called the funnel assumptions the minimal environments. We do not adopt that

terminology here since DeKleer used consistency-based abduction while we are exploring
set-covering abduction here. For an excellent discussion that defines and distinguishes setcovering from consistency-based methods, see [2].

Proofs meet and clash in the funnel. If the size of the funnel is very small, then
the number of possible clashes is very small and the number of possible resolutions
to those clashes is very small. When the number of possible resolutions is very small,
the number of possible worlds is very small and random search can quickly probe the
different worlds of beliefs (since there are so few of them). Hence, if we can show that
the average size of the funnel is small, then we can quickly poll the range of possible
conclusions from our NAYO graphs.
There are numerous case studies suggesting that generating a few worlds (picked
at random) adequately samples the space of possibilities that would be found after
sampling a much larger number of worlds. Williams and Nayak found that a locally
guides conflict resolution algorithm performed as well as the best available ATMS algorithm [16]. Menzies, Easterbrook et.al. report experiments comparing random world
generation with full world generation. After millions of runs, they concluded that the
random world generator found almost as many goals in less time as full world generation [9]. In other work, Menzies and Michael showed that the maximum percentage
of reachable goals found by HT0 plateaus after a small number of tries [10]. These
case studies are consistent with the claim that (1) the total number of worlds is usually
very small, hence (2) average funnel size is not large. In order to test if this claim generalizes beyond these isolated case studies, we developed the following mathematical
model [11]. Suppose some goal can be reached by a narrow funnel
or a wide funnel
as follows:
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Under what circumstances will the narrow funnel be favored over the wide funnel?
y via the narrow funnel much greater
More precisely, when are the odds of reaching '

y
than the odds of reaching '
via the wide funnel? To answer this question,
i we begin
with the following definitions. Let the h funnel use variables and the funnel use
 variables. For comparison purposes, we express the size of the wider funnel as a ratio
 of the narrower funnel; i.e. s i . Each member of h is reached via a path with
probability y while each member of is reached via a path with probability y . Two
paths exist from the funnels to this goal: one from the narrow neck with probability 
and one from the wide neck with probability  . The probability of reaching the goal via
r
the narrow pathway is  (H(HH   y% y while the probability of reaching the goal
!
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via the wide pathway is
 y$ oy .
Assuming that the goal is reached, then there are three ways to do so. Firstly, we
can reach the goal using both funnels with probability  (H(HH" Q  . Secondly, we
can reach the goal using the narrow funnel and not the wider funnel with probability
(H( H I  l Q  K . Thirdly, we can reach the goal using the wider funnel and not
the narrow funnel with probability I l  (H(HH K Q  . Let ' be probability of reaching
'  y which is the sum of the three probabilities; i.e. '  (H( HQ l (H( HT" Q .

Given the goal is reached, then the conditional probabilities of reaching the
via two our funnels is:

' Jy

  (H( HQ (( l H  (H( HT" ! 
  (H( HQ Q l   (H( HT" ! 

Let  be the ratio of the odds of these conditional probabilities. Our pre-condition

for use of the narrow funnel is  . More generally, using the narrow funnel is much
more likely if  is bigger than some threshold value  :
 I (H( H K  I  l !  K
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Assuming Uniform Distributions
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This expression contains two terms, the second of which is always positive. Hence, this
y zo¯   . We can expand this expression to:
expression is positive when
 (H( H   £ r#¤ r
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Recalling that °3 , this expression becomes joI ©µ ©¬«µ K®± ³²
Consider the case of two funnels, one twice as big as the other; i.e. ´ . This
x
y zo¯   is true when
expression can then be rearranged to show that
IW¶ K r  
(2)
At 3 , Equation 2 becomes #·¸ ¶  . That is, to access ' Jy from the wider funnel,
the pathway  must be 64 times more likely than the pathway  . This is not highly likely
and this becomes less likely as the narrower funnel grows. By the same reasoning, at
º¹ , to access ' Jy from the wider funnel, the pathway  must be 1728 times more
likely than the narrower pathway  . That is, under the assumptions of this uniform case,
as the wide funnel gets wider, it becomes less and less likely that it will be used.
» The odds of an event with probability ¼¾½J¿CÀ is the ratio of the probability that the event
does/does not happen; i.e. QÇ ÁÂÄÃÆÅ
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y

Assuming that and come from uniform probability distributions, then
and
, so
. Similarly, under the same assumptions,
. Thus, by Equation 1 when
, narrow funnels are more likely when:

4.2

Assuming Non-Uniform Distributions
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To explore the case where
and
(i.e. the non-uniform probability distribution case), we created and executed a small simulator many times. The
mean and standard deviation
of the logarithm of the variables
were
picked at random from the following ranges:
;
. and
where then converted into probability as follows:
;
. Next, and
were picked at random from the ranges:
;
.
was then calculated and the number of times
exceeded different values for
is shown in Figure 3. As might
be expected, at
the funnels are the same size
100,000 runs for each value of t
and the odds of using one of
100
them is 50%. As increases,
90
then increasingly Equation 1
is satisfied and the narrower
80
funnel will be preferred to
70
the wider funnel. The effect
60
is quite pronounced. For ex50
ample, at
, 82% of
t=1
t=1,000,000
40
our simulated runs, random
t=10,000,000,000
search will be 10,000,000,000
30
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9 10
times more likely to favor naralpha
row funnels the size of alternative funnels.
In summary, in both the Fig. 3. 100000 runs of the funnel simulator. Y-axis
uniform and non-uniform case, shows what percentage of the runs satisfies Equation 1.
random search engines such
as HT0 will favor worlds with
narrow funnels. Since narrow funnels mean fewer worlds, we can now assure our SE
colleagues that it is highly likely that random search will sample the entire space of
possible conclusions.
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5 Conclusion
Modern SE research urgently needs to address the issue of lightweight modeling in
order to support current industrial practices. A central problem with the processing of
lightweight models is that they are incomplete and contain contradictions. AI research
has been exploring theories containing contradictions for decades. Random search is an
AI technique that can explore very large models, even when they contain contradictions.
Before the SE community accepts random search, it must be shown that these techniques are relevant and predictable. We have shown that a wide range of SE artifacts
can be mapped into a declarative representation called NAYO graphs. We have also
shown that after the randomized generation of a small number of worlds from the NAYO

graphs, it is unlikely that very different goals will be reachable if we randomly generated many more worlds. Hence, we assert that (1) random search is both relevant and
surprisingly predictable; and (2) SE can use random search to support the lightweight
modeling tools needed for the current fast pace of software development.
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